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Abstract

The majority of service providers have recognized the need to develop innovative services that meet sophisticated customer needs on time. Because of structural changes in the market, rising costs and shorter lifecycles of services and technologies this has become a more demanding task than ever before. Most of the existing research focuses on the development of products rather than services. However, research in service related innovation activities is highly rewarding, as the service market is about to become a dominant factor of economic development.

The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of the current state of interaction research with special focus on service marketing and service purchasing processes. A short presentation of the most important theoretical results and findings from empirical studies will be given. Furthermore, we will present results from our own case study investigating the IT Service industry. In this context, we have identified three different approaches of successful interactions between service providers and potential buyers during marketing and purchasing processes with innovative results. We will describe these approaches, show their similarities and differences and as a result, provide recommendations for the service industry and potential buyers.
**Introduction**

The services sector in Western Europe is of substantial economical and political importance. Especially business-to-business services have seen above average growth rates. [35] Business-to-Business-transactions include e.g. consulting, research and information technology services. Many companies facing rising costs and increasing levels of competition have turned to outsourcing in order to overcome these pressures. [39, 40] Development of Business-to-Business services is extremely dynamic. Furthermore, rising national and global competition, technological changes, decreasing lifecycles and constant market changes demand high levels of innovation activity. Today, buyers are confronted with a large variety of new services offering, unable to judge if any might be crucial for their own business success in the future. [4, 14] On the other hand, providers of professional business-to-business services are more and more convinced that they must increase marketing activities when conducting new business activities. [8, 51] The successful development of innovative new services, utilizing new and complex technologies, is crucial to the viability of every service providers’ business.

Service marketing acknowledges the characteristics of services as intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability of production and consumption and perishability separate services from tangible goods. [5, 48] Because of these constitutive characteristics, many approaches attempting to cluster different types of services besides business-to-consumer and business-to-business services were introduced. Two fundamental types of business services were proposed by GRONROOS – professional and other services. [16] Besides the constitutive characteristics, professional services can be distinguished according to four factors: (1) the service is provided by professionally qualified personnel, (2) services are advisory in nature and focus on problem solving, (3) services are commissioned on an assignment basis and (4) services are of high complexity and of high value. [16, 17, 33, 45, 47]
The aim of this study is to investigate the importance of the interaction between service providers and potential customers instead of just examining new service development or inter-organizational decisions. A framework is formulated to help to structure either the marketing process or the purchasing process of innovative services. This framework will help to conceptualize different inter-organizational interactions between service provider and buyer. The objectives of this study are, threefold:

- To develop a strategic framework for managers of both, service providers and buyers, which serve to better study, plan and manage the interaction process for innovative services. Based on these insights we derive strategic implications for managers of both parties.

- To identify a set of structural and process related determinants of organizing marketing or purchasing innovative services.

- Especially the dynamic time perspective has been rarely considered so far by interaction research, and there is nearly no research available in the case of service marketing. Therefore we will investigate changes of structural and process related variables over the course of the service provider-buyer interaction and frame a process-model including recommendations for the inter-company collaboration.

This paper is organized as follows. In the following paragraph, we present results of a literature review. We will then introduce the research approach applied and present the results of our first empirical observations and findings obtained from five case studies with 30 in-depth interviews in total (Appendix 1). Finally, we will discuss the implications of these findings for further research in the field of innovation marketing as well as corporate practices.

**Theoretical background**

With respect to marketing and purchasing of innovative professional business-to-business, one can distinguish two basic approaches in the literature: (1) focusing on organizational buying decisions
and process models in organizational buying situations, (2) the second having its focus on interaction research. The organizational buying models concentrate solely on the buyers’ side, whereas the interaction school introduces the concept of interaction strategies. A short discussion of the literature is presented below.

(1) Organizational buying decisions are the result of transaction processes. Developed process models are the starting point and the analytical basis for successful marketing decisions and programs. ROBINSON, FARIS and WIND introduced one of the known models classifying the organizational decision process into eight distinctive stages. [41] WIND and THOMAS gave a summary of different process models that showed that organizational decision processes are difficult to model, that most phases are not easily definable and that differences in processes can be the result of different industries, product characteristics or buying situations. [52] The model of ROBINSON, FARIS and WINDS that is named “Buygrid” model introduces three buying classes: new task, modified rebuy and straight rebuy. This new task focused approach was a first step towards innovation marketing research. The concept of process focus and buying classes helps to differentiate organizational buying decisions and focuses the highly complex and lengthy processes typical for innovative products. [41] KIRSCH and KUTSCHKER introduced a slightly different approach, which in essence supports the concept of ROBINSON, FARIS and WIND. [27, 41] Models that discuss the dimensions influencing buying behavior have been proposed by WEBSTER/WIND and HOWARD/SHETH. [24, 49, 50] Neither the WEBSTER/WIND nor the HOWARD/WIND models incorporate the interplay of marketing and purchasing strategies. They have investigated neither their determinants nor the innovative parts.

Newer studies build on the structure and proceedings of these initial organizational buying studies and support their findings. Especially the decision and selection process, which is found to be varied and additionally complex, and the buying center structures are of particular interest. [1, 9, 11, 12, 21, 31, 40, 53]
The famous definition of interaction was developed by HOMANS. "When we refer to the fact that some unit of activity of some man follows, or … is stimulated by some unit of activity of another, aside of any question of what these units may be, then we are referring to interaction. … the action of each persons has been a stimulus to the action of the other, the action of each has been a response to the action of the other. Accordingly, we may speak of the two as interacting..." [22, 23]

This early research in the field of interaction demonstrates how the characteristics of the individual organization such as size, complexity, professionalism and internal communication channels relate to interorganizational behavior. Especially the IMP-Group has clearly shown the value of taking an interaction perspective on organizational buying decision process and has helped to classify the context of buyer-seller relationships in Europe. [18, 20, 38] Their work contains detailed analysis of the interaction types that may evolve during the marketing and purchasing process. In the case of marketing or purchasing innovative services, the credibility of the service provider proved to be very important in influencing the buyer's willingness to adopt quickly. Frequently, it was discovered that a close interaction (with simultaneous learning processes) between potential buyer and seller – over a period of several months – was needed before contract negotiations were started [3]. Further studies were introduced by GEMÜNDEN, KLIQUE and MATTSON. Their studies are dealing with the innovation influence on the interaction approach and are the foundations of innovation marketing. Nevertheless, they focus on innovative products and do not consider the importance of differences between the process stages. [15, 26, 27]

Research on interaction of services transactions is less frequent and the authors could only identify a few studies marginally discussing the marketing and purchasing of services innovations. [13, 25, 35, 36, 43, 44, 46] However, the authors of these studies agree that the subsumption of services transactions, with their characteristic interactions, into the research area of capital-intensive products marketing does not reflect their importance. The abundance of service marketing research shows that differentiated knowledge for services is needed [32, 48]. Furthermore, the need to interact is typically
not constant over time [19]. Therefore, a process-oriented focus research is expected to produce useful indications for senior management.

Despite the growing interest in professional business-to-business services and their economic importance [2, 10, 21] it is evident that little attention has been directed towards a better understanding of the interaction process between service provider and buyer during the marketing/purchasing process of innovative services. [7, 48] Both, the organizational buying and the interaction theory focus mainly on products and not on services. The shortcoming of the organizational buying approach is the fact that it neglects the manufacturers’ side and the influence this party has on the customer's organizational decision process. The interaction research acknowledges these weaknesses and introduces an innovative research approach investigating the activities of both parties involved. Within interaction research, the following three shortcomings were addressed [15, 28, 29, 38]: (1) Interaction research within innovation marketing focuses on products not on services, (2) Knowledge on the influence of specific characteristics of innovative services on the interaction approach is limited and (3) interaction research within the innovation marketing neglects a process-oriented view so common in organizational buying research.

**Methodology and research framework**

The research question and the corresponding objectives are of a "why" and "how" nature. Therefore, we choose an explorative research design for this work. The purpose of this design is to generate new insights and based on them a set of propositions for our particular subject. The study we report about in this paper was based upon a comparative examination of marketing and purchasing processes of innovative services. Service innovations in this paper are defined from the view of both parties (service provider and buyer), are new to the market and the characteristics of services are predominant. One of the most known examples for service innovations is the new B2B platform of eBay. eBay who usually gets together buyers and consumers is reaching out and touching small
For this research, the IT outsourcing service market was selected. This market is characterized by highly dynamic and innovative business and technology development activities. Innovations are adopted very fast by the market and market pressures are generally high. Long lasting interaction processes between service providers and buyers within innovative activities are a typical characteristic and essential for success. [2, 26] Comprehensive, on-site case studies were carried out by visiting different IT service providers and their customers. In-depth interviews based on a semi-structured interview guide were conducted with key account managers, purchasing department staff, project leaders, consultants and R&D personnel on both sides. In total, 30 interviews were carried out. Each interview lasted about 1.5 to 4 hours. All IT service providers and their customers are located in Germany. We chose distinct marketing and purchasing projects of innovative services as the base of analysis and applied a multi-case-comparison methodology.

The reasons why we decided to carry out case studies were (1) the limited knowledge in this research area, (2) the complex nature of the research question, (3) our goal for a process oriented study, (4) the sometimes sensitive and confidential nature of the information and data to be investigated and finally (5) the interaction approach which can only be implemented by interviewing both parties. The latter reasoning is important because of the objective to develop strategic implications for managers of both interaction parties. [20, 54]

To identify innovative projects each supplier was asked to rank the degree of innovativeness of his project on a five-point scale. This scale covers market, technological and an organizational dimension (including the following factors: potential for competitive advantage, extent of required service processes, familiarity with characteristics of new service, complexity and degree of new technological principle, required change of competencies and human resources). The buyers had to rank the innovativeness as well (including the following factors: familiarity with characteristics of
new service, required behavioral change of buyers, required change of competencies and human resources, extent of required learning by users, extent of utility increase). Eventually, we selected only marketing and purchasing projects exhibiting a high degree of newness in all dimensions. For the selection of appropriate innovations and their marketing and purchasing processes, we focused on service companies, which are considered to have a leading role in the service market.

In addition, the innovation success was evaluated on the technological and market dimension using – again – a five-point scale. Both service provider and respective buyers were asked to judge the technological merit of the project according to technical innovation and to what degree technical requirements were met. The service provider evaluated market success by the following indicators: achievement of original goal with respect to profits, competitive advantage and development of a lasting relationship with the buyer. The buyer was asked to evaluate market success according to: customer satisfaction in both the technological and the business dimension and by user acceptance.

Interviews were conducted and structured according to the conceptual framework outlined in Fig. 1. This framework consists of three parts, (1) the context dimension, (2) the description of the marketing/purchasing process dimension and (3) the interaction dimension.

![Fig. 1 Conceptual framework of the exploratory study](image-url)
Understanding of the context variables is important for any analysis, since the context dimension influences the process and the interaction approach. The context dimension can be divided into a static and a dynamic part. The dynamic dimension must be taken into account because the typical marketing and purchasing processes as investigated here span over months, sometimes even years. The process dimension describes the individual sub processes by analyzing content and timelines. The third part of our analysis deals with the interaction dimension, especially the intensity of the interaction, division of labor, involved functions, roles, promoters and uncertainty.

**Empirical observations and findings**

**The context dimension**

The question we asked was which factors did influence providers and buyers to interact with intent to create an innovative result. It was considered that innovativeness and complexity are important determinants for the interaction approach. At the beginning of the process, the service provider and the buyer have to cope with a more complex situation than later in the process when the service design has been mostly defined. Narrowing down the problem is a complex challenge that requires intense and frequent interaction sessions between service provider and potential customer. The question which of the parties is bearing the risks and if or how these risks can be shared among the parties are the predominant topics of early interactions between service provider and buyer.

To respond to the challenges encountered during such complex and long interaction phases – for example four of the five services design phases lasted longer than 6 months – the case study data analysis reveals organizational experiences and capabilities as key factors for success. Organizational experience can manifest itself in various forms e.g. the early introduction of project teams or steering committees, or the intimate involvement of decision makers and project stakeholders. Many interviewees considered their direct participation in the negotiation process as crucial to obtain high quality decision on innovative transactions. Intensive interaction and early information transfer typically generates the relevant and exhaustive data required for high service quality. In general,
experiences and capabilities of the individuals involved are considered important for a successful interaction. However, all interviewees agreed that – in most cases – this is a limiting factor in their respective organization; this applies equally to service provider and buyer.

We observed that the interviewees felt a strong need to introduce formal structures to the innovation process in order to make the introduction of innovative services more effective and efficient. "A better support of the development process by tools and instruments would have decreased the project time by at least 25 per cent." or "Most of the iterative activities could have been avoided by having checklists and guidelines of processes and responsibilities for developing new services." Service innovation activities and interactions are in most cases unstructured processes, with serendipity being a major driving force. Unlike in the manufacturing sector, formal innovation processes or dedicated service development departments are rarely found in services provider's organizations. Some other general conditions mentioned frequently were an already existent relationship between service provider and buyer, availability of resources within the organizations, risk evaluation and the involvement of top management.

Case study results show one dynamic category having a major influence on the innovative interaction between service provider and buyer, confidence. For example, two of the interviewees stated: "We knew our service provider before we started the project. Otherwise we would not have thought about this innovation project." or, "In the beginning we were quite skeptical, because we did not know the competence and intension of the service provider. But, with the project beginning and interaction phases we got an idea of the qualities of our service provider." Most interviewees agreed that developing confidence reduces uncertainty which is an important factor in building a lasting relationship between service provider and buyer. The relationship influences the interaction activity and the willingness to interact at all. In addition, commitment and knowledge transfer were confirmed to be key dynamic factors having a strong influence.
Fig. 2 summarizes the different dimensions identified during the analysis of the case studies. Based on the case study results a set of propositions is deduced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Proposition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(static)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovativeness and complexity</td>
<td>The greater the degree of innovation and the complexity of the introduced service the higher the need of intense and frequent interaction sessions between the service provider and the potential buyer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizational experiences and capabilities</td>
<td>The higher the organizational experiences and capabilities of at least one of the parties the higher is the probability of an interaction having an innovative result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal structures of innovation process</td>
<td>The higher the degree of formality and structure of the innovation process the higher is the probability of an interaction having an innovative result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Already existent relationship</td>
<td>The more intense and the longer lasting the relationship between service provider and potential buyer the higher is the probability of an interaction having an innovative result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Available resources</td>
<td>The better the commitment of resources of at least one of the parties and the more questions from the party that is not that strongly involved the higher is the probability of an interaction having an innovative result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk evaluation</td>
<td>The higher the willingness on one of the parties' side to take the bigger part of the innovative risk the higher is the probability of an interaction having a successful innovative result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involvement of Top Management</td>
<td>The higher the involvements of top management throughout the whole process of the interaction the higher the probability of the interaction having a successful innovative result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determinants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dynamic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>The better the state of confidence on both sides in operational and strategic excellence (operational excellence: degree of education, competence, performance etc.; strategic excellence: corporate targets are aligned to market/customer needs) the higher the probability of the interaction leading to an innovative result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>The higher the commitment on one side of the two parties to transfer an existing knowledge advantage in a certain dimension (technology or business information) to the other party the higher the probability of an interaction leading to an innovative result.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Knowledge transfer

The better the alignment of knowledge in all dimensions between the parties the greater is the possibility of achieving an innovative result.

Fig. 2 Static and dynamic variables influencing interaction and propositions

The process dimension

With respect to the process dimension, five generic stages of the marketing and purchasing processes were identified. These are: "Initialization" including activities related to problem identification and customer requirements analysis (Sub process 1), "Concept Design" with innovative focus which includes activities like service concept development, technology selection and financial analysis (Sub process 2), "Service Design" (Sub process 3), "Contract Negotiations" including price finding and legal questions (Sub process 4) and finally, "Implementation" (Sub process 5). These five sub processes are found for both the marketing and the purchasing processes, but have – of course – different situational meanings.

In four of our five case studies, the sub processes "conceptual design" and "contract negotiations" needed various iterations, because of difficulties in describing the innovative content and its quality. The iterative approach helped both parties to reduce uncertainty and to secure confidence in the advantages of the innovation activities. Furthermore, service provider and buyer could gradually enhance the quality of the new service.

Further, we could identify three generic types of purchasing and marketing processes. These are categorized depending on who was responsible for providing the innovation impulse: Innovation impulse given by the service provider (Type 1), Innovation impulse given by the buyer (Type 2), Innovation impulse given by both parties simultaneously – service provider and buyer (Type 3). Relating the innovation impulses, the following three types of marketing and purchasing activities were identified:
The organization developing the innovation pushes forward the development process unilaterally from initialization sub-process all the way to the preparation of contract templates before then finally interfacing with potential buyers [potential services providers] and presenting the service design in a nearly completed form (Type 1, [Type 2]) – "Service provider or buyer dominated innovation situation”

Both organizations take a joint responsibility for the development process. Cooperation thus becomes the main characteristic of innovation activities (Type 3) – "A co-development relationship innovation situation”

This identification of different processes helped us to analyze the interaction dimension and to identify differences in the interaction approach.

**Fig. 3 Identified processes of marketing and purchasing**

*Timeline:* Most of the investigated projects lasted 1 to 1.5 years. None of the projects was completed on time. One reason often quoted, was the additional iteration steps needed to define the service design. In comparison, the conceptual design phase typically lasted longer than the other four sub
processes. Especially the initialization phases were surprisingly short, usually because of difficulties in identifying and defining the scope of the desired new services.

The content discussed in the various sub processes was analyzed as well. The innovative discussions remained within the business dimension, only in very few cases technological innovations for the buyer were introduced in parallel. Depending on their level of knowledge, many buyers tend to avoid dealing with technological questions and rather delegate it to the service provider. Innovation business questions typically came on the agenda during the sub process of contract negotiation.

The content was analyzed according to procedures introduced by GEMÜNDEN in his interaction model of innovative products. GEMÜNDEN distinguishes between technological and business questions. [15] We observed no major differences between process type 1 and 2. Both are characterized by strong discussions in the early phases about technological questions that originate from a high uncertainty of the potential buyer about technological questions. The customer was unable to judge if the innovative business solution could be realized using a technological basis that in four of the five cases can not be changed. Process type 3 is characterized by a somewhat more balanced focus on both dimensions.

**The interaction dimension**

The order, in which the identified sub processes were carried out, was in all cases very much the same. However, in some instances, the interaction approach differed. As such, three different approaches for a successful interaction between service providers and potential buyers during innovation activities were identified. The case studies underline that the kind of interaction seems to be highly dependent on the party that gives the innovation impulse and the chosen process type.

**Development of intensity and of different types of interaction:** Depending on the innovation impulse, before stepping into a project, the innovative idea has to be understood by at least to one of the parties. Even before an initial interaction between the service provider and potential buyer starts the
innovative conception process, some parts of the service design have already been elaborated. Typically, however, the service design has not yet been adapted to the distinctive buyers' situation.

Joint innovation activities from an early beginning typically result in a strong provider-customer-relationship all the way from conception to the implementation of innovative idea (Type 3). The highest intensity of interaction has been observed throughout the complete marketing and purchasing process for Type 3. The intensity of the interaction during the sub processes "service design" and "contract negotiations", when carried out in close cooperation, is nearly the same for all three defined processes.

Fig. 4 Development of intensity of interaction (estimated total time of interaction time in percent of total project time)

Referring to the content discussed in each sub process different types of interactions occurred. It must be noted that during the interaction a strong focusing on technological questions is very common. That does surprise because the biggest part of innovative activities in all case studies were realized within the business dimension. The reason for this finding might be that potential buyers must evaluate first whether their current technological basis may benefit from – or in fact cope with – the introduction of innovative services (which in four of the five cases must not change the existing technology basis). Interactions aiming to resolve conflicts are much more common within process type 1 and 2 compared to process type 3.
Division of labor: The division of labor is discussed early on, usually when the interaction between the two parties begins. Differences between the three types of processes were observed during the initialization and conceptualization phases. While a well-balanced division of labor is characteristic for type 3, for types 1 and 2 a significant imbalance was identified.

Because the party that had the innovation impulse typically has a head start with respect to know how the opposing partner does rarely interact in the beginning of the common development process. In these cases, the "leading" party typically transfers the innovative idea to the other party in the form of presentations and first solution scenario discussions. The "leading" party than has to wait for customers’ organization to adopt their suggestions. Initially, important questions e.g. cost-benefit analysis or internal decision to start a project with innovative focus have to be answered before the interactive service design between both parties' starts in earnest.
Involved functions, roles and promoters: The involvement of top management (unit heads, executive board members, management board members) is typically higher than in rebuy and standardized buying situations. Independently of the process, top managers are involved from the very beginning of the process. The project team members or the project manager can not only leverage the power of top management, but also have the business experience and management knowledge of those managers at their disposal. The project leaders typically combine the roles relationship and professional promoter in one person throughout the whole process. The project teams are typically multidisciplinary, staffed with employees from all core business areas, e.g. users on the business side, controlling, purchasing and marketing staff as well as technological related employees from the IT department. Some service provider organizations have special divisions focusing exclusively on innovating services. However, this is rare.

Uncertainty: The build-up of expertise during the knowledge transfer between the two potential partners is interesting to look at. Knowledge transfer appears to reduce the perceived uncertainty of both parties. One of the most important instruments to reduce uncertainty seems to be frequent interactions between service provider and the buyer.

Concerning the process itself, the following structural characteristics were identified: By the time the interactions with the potential buyer [service provider] take place, the service provider has [buyer] build-up a strong knowledge base, both in terms of technological and business information. In most instances, an alignment in terms of business related questions [technological questions] is important in order to complete contract negotiation successfully. The providers’ advantage with respect to technological information [business questions] remains, but does not seem to have a negative influence on successful interaction. For (Type 1, [Type 2]) an interactive balancing of the individual levels of knowledge occurs. In most cases, the service providers transfer their technological knowledge to the potential buyers and vice-versa the buyers transfer business knowledge to the service providers. An alignment in terms of business and technological questions is important to get a successful contract negotiation. (Type 3)
Depending on the level of knowledge transfer throughout the interaction, the perceived uncertainty decreases. Innovative transactions would be impossible if there were no decrease of uncertainty on both sides. The following example demonstrates this for process type 1.

At the start of the sub process "initialization" the potential buyer was highly uncertain because of his limited knowledge both in the business and the technology dimension. He was also uncertain whether the actual problem had been identified at all; later on, he did not trust the recommended solution. This perceived disadvantage was “cured” by the service provider by intensive interaction sessions. This very early interactions are usually learning interactions and not problem solving or design interactions. These particular interactions increase knowledge and simultaneously decrease uncertainty.

However, the service provider also has to deal with uncertainty. The service provider must ask himself if the potential buyer is the right partner to be innovative. For that kind of uncertainty, the characteristic of services as a whole does play an important role – i.e. the need to interact with the buyer while providing the service (inseparability of production and consumption). Only the interaction during the marketing process helps the service provider to acquire the knowledge about the potential buyer he needs to decide if it is prudent to cooperate with the buyer. The provider’s uncertainty decreases with increasing interaction and with increasing knowledge about the potential of the buyer.

**Implications**

These interactions are of crucial importance since they have a major impact on marketing and purchasing strategies of both partners. Hence, recommendations are to be developed for both parties – service provider and buyer – since both parties play an essential role in implementing an innovative service in the market. Clearly, a better and more explicitly planned strategic development of innovative services in combination with appropriate marketing activities has the potential to reduce risks of failures significantly for the benefit of both parties. For an interaction to be successful and
producing innovative results, we found an early generation of know how, commitment and confidence as important.

Further, we found that a high interaction between the both parties from the service design phase onwards is very common. This is often observed when the service provider is responding actively to the various requests of the buyer. The imperative of a joint provision of services are a strong motivation for a close collaboration. Interactions vary from joint problem solving sessions to the establishment of teams staffed by members from both organizations.

Our findings show that buyers with different purchasing strategies need to be handled differently by a service provider e.g. by using specially tailored marketing strategies and actions. For process type 1 – the dominated by the service provider process – regular marketing activities (e.g. visits, need assessment research, presentations etc.) are supportive. This process type is characterized by an intensive interaction during the design phase. Most marketing activities aim at convincing the potential buyer of the advantages of the innovative service, for example by supply appropriate references. Process type 2 – the one dominated by the buyer – is not driven by increased marketing activities of the service provider. Usually, an already existent relationship between provider and the buyer is the basis for first discussions of the innovative idea and the decision to aim for a joint development. In this case, the buying organization shows the readiness to invest in the new service idea and in longer relationship with the service provider. In the case of process type 3, when a co-development relationship emerges, cooperative buyers require a lot of attention. The service providers need to permanently reassure their individual buyers that the buyer’s decision to focus solely on one provider was the right one. To provide this reassurance, it seems necessary that provider’s senior management visits the buyer regularly and takes every opportunity to further develop the relationship with the buyers' organization. Figure 7 relates the relevance of different interaction approaches/strategies to the different marketing and purchasing processes discussed.
### Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing Management</th>
<th>Process Type 1</th>
<th>Process Type 2</th>
<th>Process Type 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensity and types of interaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to reveal in early interactions benefits of innovative service based on measurable dimensions (Price, Quality etc.)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to realize a high frequency of interaction as early in process as possible</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Division of labor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to limit the resources and time expended on developing a new service. Instead, devote resources on establishing some form of relationship with potential buyer</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to understand technological issues and try to get ahead of buyer's knowledge</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Involved functions roles and promoters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to involve senior management and build-up a relationship, for example including courtesy visits</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uncertainty</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Being aware of own intellectual property</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to work with references</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purchasing Management</th>
<th>Process Type 1</th>
<th>Process Type 2</th>
<th>Process Type 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensity and types of interaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to check with service provider in early interactions benefits of innovative service based on measurable dimension (Price, Quality etc.)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to realize a high frequency of interaction as early in process as possible</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Division of labor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to limit the resources and time expended on developing a new service. Instead, devote resources on establishing some form of relationship with potential service provider</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to understand business questions and try to get ahead of service provider's knowledge</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Involved functions roles and promoters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Try to involve senior management and build-up a relationship</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uncertainty</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Being aware of own intellectual property</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+++ Essential, ++ Highly relevant, + Relevant

**Fig. 7** Marketing and purchasing strategies in different process types
**Research conclusions, limitations and issues for further research**

This paper sets out to overcome the problem that research on interaction during marketing and purchasing processes of innovative services has yielded few guidelines for management action. Marketing and purchasing activities are classified into three process types that show different successful interaction approaches. These interaction approaches are influenced by the characteristics of general conditions (static) and determinants (dynamic). Multitudes of variables influence the marketing and purchasing process. The authors depicted general conditions and determinants on interaction approach and developed first propositions.

Exploratory research has been conducted only in the IT Service Industry. Despite the observed advantages of the chosen research approach, some limitations need to be considered when using the resulting findings for interaction strategies with innovative focus. The results stem from an exploratory approach. Thus, even though multiple sources of evidence were sought within the cases, the research approach is not capable of providing statistically significant results. Considering the rather difficult access to exhaustive IT service innovation case study data in practice, the five marketing and purchasing processes analyzed provide a rich source for guidelines in this work's recommendation.

Further work is clearly needed to extend the concept of different marketing and purchasing strategies with corresponding interaction approaches of innovative services. Additional empirical research on marketing and purchasing processes of innovative services could contribute to our overall understanding. Work already done in related fields as for example the interaction research for the industrial market could be helpful. Future research will need to address additional conditions and determinants and might add additional dimensions within the interaction approach. Detailing the single components of the conceptual framework offers manifold opportunities for extended research. For example, a quantitative research design could be followed. Moreover, each of the introduced and supported proposition could be subject to extended validating research.
Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>Interviews with Service provider</th>
<th>Interviews with Buyer</th>
<th>Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application and infrastructure management – Case Study [1]</td>
<td>Key Accounting/Project manager (1), Member of the management board (1)</td>
<td>Project manager (1), Member of top management (1), Project team member (1)</td>
<td>Project documentation, meeting notes, decision templates and contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing of IT-infrastructure – Case Study [2]</td>
<td>Project manager (1), External consultant (2)</td>
<td>Project management (1), Project team member (1), External consultant (2)</td>
<td>In-depth project documentation, contracts, meeting and steering committee and team meeting notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing of IT-infrastructure – Case Study [3]</td>
<td>Project manager (1), Project team member (1)</td>
<td>Project manager (1), Project team member (2), External consultant (2)</td>
<td>In-depth project documentation, meeting and steering committee notes, documents of contract negotiations preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing of SAP and non SAP-applications – Case Study [4]</td>
<td>Project manager (1)</td>
<td>Project manager (1), Legal consultant (1), External consultant (2)</td>
<td>In-depth project documentation, meeting and steering committee notes, request for proposal, documentation of contracts structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing of Telecommunication-Infrastructure, WAN und LAN – Case Study [5]</td>
<td>Project manager (1)</td>
<td>Project manager (1), Legal aid Consultant (1), company attorney External Consultant (2)</td>
<td>In-depth project documentation, meeting and steering committee notes, request for proposal, documentation of contracts structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 1  Table of case studies, empirical interviews and materials analyzed
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